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2 Marek J. Druzdzel & Clark Glymour1 IntroductionTETRAD II1 [4] is a computer program embedding recently developed methods for causaldiscovery from observation. These methods, described in [5], consist of search proceduresthat have as goal identifying the causal structure of a system under study, i.e., the class ofcausal graphs that are compatible with the observed values of the system variables. Thesigni�cance of learning the causal structure of a system is that it allows for predicting thee�ect of interventions into the system, crucial in policy making. The methods employedby TETRAD are closely related to the methods of induction of probabilistic modelsfrom data (e.g., [1]). They come with theoretical proofs of correctness and reliability andwe believe that they are a signi�cant improvement on the methods such as regressionsearches, used in standard practice.The application of TETRAD that we describe in this paper is a search for the causesof low student retention in U.S. universities. Low student retention is a major sourceof worries for many U.S. universities. Even though some American universities achievea student retention rate of over 90%, the mean retention rate tends to be close to 55%and in some universities fewer than 20% of the incoming students graduate (see Figure 1for the distribution of graduation rates across a set of 200 U.S. national universities). Itshould be noted here that the data include both academic and non-academic dropout(e.g., students who dropped out because of �nancial reasons or those who transferredto other schools). Low student retention usually means a waste in e�ort, money, and
Fig. 1. Histogram of the 1993 graduation rates for 200 U.S. national universities (Source: U.S.News and World Report, 1994 College Guide).human potential. Retention rate is often thought to indicate student satisfaction withtheir university program and, hence, indirectly, the quality of the university. Indeed, asigni�cant correlation can be observed between university ranking and retention rate| universities close to the top of ranking lists tend to have high retention rates. Is auniversity's low student retention rate an indication of shortcomings in the quality of1 We will abbreviate the name of the program to TETRAD in the remainder of the paper.



TETRAD II: Causal Discovery In Action 3education, facilities available to students, tuition costs, university's location, or perhapswrong admission policies? More importantly, what action can the university take toimprove the student retention rate? Can such actions as higher spending on studentfacilities, increasing the student/faculty ratio, increasing quality standards for teachingfaculty, or modi�cations to admission policies make a di�erence?The signi�cance of learning the causes of low student retention, and the signi�cance oflearning the causal structure of a system in general, is that this allows for predicting thee�ect of interventions into the system. While applying, for example, simple regressionsto the data would allow to make predictions about the value of a variable of interestgiven the values of other variables, this would not be su�cient for the purpose of policymaking. What the leadership of a university wants is to predict the e�ects of externalmanipulations of the system by means of new policies aimed at improving the retentionrate. For this, we need information about the underlying causal structure of the system.We therefore believe that determining the interactions among di�erent relevant variables,including the direction of these interactions, is the necessary �rst step in addressing theproblem. As large-scale experiments may be too expensive, ethically suspect, or otherwiseimpractical, research on this problem needs to rely mainly on observations. The analysishas to be practically limited to extracting patterns from large collections of measurementsof relevant variables.This paper describes a preliminary e�ort to see what, if anything, aggregate datafor many U.S. universities can tell us about the problem. Our analysis involved dataconcerning 204 U.S. universities, collected annually by the U.S. News and World Reportmagazine for the purpose of their college ranking.2 While we are far from giving clearcut answers to the questions posed above, we believe that our analysis provides someinteresting insight into the problem. The available data suggests that the main factor instudent retention among the studied variables is the average test scores (or other mea-sures of academic ability) of incoming students. The test scores of matriculating studentsare a function of the quality of the applicants and the university's selectivity. High selec-tivity leads to high average test scores of the incoming students and e�ectively to higherstudent retention rates. Factors such as student faculty ratio, faculty salary, and univer-sity's educational expenses per student do not seem to be directly causally related tostudent retention. This hypothesis should be checked using data internal to any particu-lar university, especially since the national data are aggregated to include both academicand non-academic dropout. If the national pattern is con�rmed locally, we would suggestthat, wherever possible, steps aimed at making the university more selective be taken.Improving the comparative image of the school, and therefore increasing the numberof applicants, increasing the selectivity of the admission process, increasing the chancethat good applicants will accept admission o�er rather than choosing another university,should improve student retention in the long run.The remainder of the paper is structured as follows.We describe the analyzed data setsin Section 2. Section 3 summarizes our assumptions about this data and prior informationabout the problem. The results of our analysis are presented in Section 4. Section 4.12 The data available to us is for the years 1992 and 1993. We report our preliminary �ndingsfrom the 1992 data in [2].



4 Marek J. Druzdzel & Clark Glymourpresents the results of TETRAD's search for possible causal structures that generatedthe data and Section 4.2 reports the results of applying simple regression to selectedinteractions identi�ed by TETRAD. Section 5 contains a discussion of these results andpolicy suggestions.2 The DataThe data used in our study consists of a set of statistics concerning 204 U.S. nationaluniversities3 collected by the U.S. News and World Report magazine for the purpose ofcollege ranking. To prepare the data for its annual ranking of colleges, U.S. News andWorld Report each year goes through a laborious process of data collection from overa thousand U.S. colleges. The data is collected from various university o�ces, such asadmissions or business o�ce, by means of surveys prepared by outside companies. Theinformation obtained from each of the colleges is subsequently veri�ed by the schoolsrepresentatives. The process of collecting the data and combining them into the �nalcollege ranking is described in [3].The data for national universities provided by U.S. News and World Report, containsover 100 variables measured for each of the 204 universities. There are compelling reasonsfor reducing the number of variables studied. Firstly, the power of statistical tests and thereliability of TETRAD's search depend on the ratio of the number of sample points tothe number of variables: the higher the ratio, the better. Secondly, the complete data setscontained considerable redundancy, as many of the variables are analytical derivatives ofother variables (e.g., retention rate was simply the ratio of graduating seniors to incomingfreshmen, both numbers included separately in the data).A related issue is that of missing values. Including variables with missing values andcalculating covariances by skipping a particular unit for a particular variable would un-dermine the theoretical reliability of statistical tests. Testing partial correlations involvesmultiple correlations from the correlation matrix and, since these would not be based ona �xed sample size, the sample size used in the tests would be indeterminate.We selected the following eight variables as the most, if not only, relevant to ouranalysis: average percentage of graduation (apgra), rejection rate (rejr), average testscores of the incoming students (tstsc),4 class standing of the incoming freshmen (top10),which is percentage of the incoming freshmen who were in top 10% of their high schoolgraduating class, percentage of admitted students who accept university's o�er (pacc),total educational and general expenses per student (spend), which is the sum spenton instruction, student services, academic support, including libraries and computingservices, student teacher ratio (strat), and average faculty salary (salar).3 De�ned as major research universities and leading grantors of doctoral degrees.4 We owe an explanation for readers who are not familiar with the admission procedure toU.S. universities. Practically every U.S. university requires a prospective student to take anationwide test, administered by a private educational testing institution. The most populartest is SAT (Scholastic Aptitude Test), but there are others required for specialty schools,such as law or management schools. The score on such a standardized test gives a reasonablemeasure of the preparation of the applicant and is an important factor in admissions.



TETRAD II: Causal Discovery In Action 5Describing each of over 100 remaining variables and discussing why we have notconsidered them for our analysis would make this paper unacceptably long. We limitourselves to a few remarks. The values of a large number of the variables were includedindirectly in the eight chosen variables. Average test scores of incoming students (tstsc),for example, is a normalized compilation of values of 14 variables, including a break-down of average results for various parts of SAT and ACT tests. Average percentage ofgraduation (apgra) express the essence of 14 variables concerning student retention, suchas breakdown of dropout rates across all semesters of the freshman year. Rejection rate(rejr) and percentage of admitted students who accept university's o�er (pacc) express,along with the average test scores (tstsc) and class standing (top10), selectivity of theschool. We chose the total educational and general expenses per student (spend), studentteacher ratio (strat), and average faculty salary (salar) as indicators of the quality ofschool's teaching and its �nancial resources.From the complete set of 204 universities, we removed 26(31)5 universities that hadmissing values for any of the eight variables of interest. This resulted in a set of 178(173)data points.3 The AssumptionsAlthough TETRAD's algorithms are independent on the actual distribution of the vari-ables, they rely on the outcomes of a series of statistical tests. The necessary tests areespecially powerful if we can assume normally distributed, linearly related variables.We studied how reasonable this assumption was for the available data set by plottinghistograms of each of the eight variables. By visual inspection of the histograms, weremoved 8(14) additional data points that appeared to be outliers. The resulting dataset, consisting of 170(159) data points, reasonably satis�ed the normality assumptions.All histograms were close to symmetric unimodal distributions (see Figures 1 and 2 forexample), with the exception of two positively skewed variables, spend and strat.
Fig. 2. Histogram of the test scores tstsc for the 170 data points (1993 data).5 In the sequel, we will report the counts for the 1992 data followed by the counts for the 1993data in parentheses.



6 Marek J. Druzdzel & Clark GlymourAn important assumption made by TETRAD is that the causal structure that gener-ated the data points is acyclic. This assumption was not necessarily true in our data set.For example, most of the variables considered inuence the image of the university. Theimage, in turn, can be argued to inuence all of the eight variables. We still think thatthe acyclicity assumption is reasonable in our data set, as all feedback processes that wecan think of in this context are extremely slow acting (at least on the order of decades asopposed to the interaction of our interest between the measured factors and graduationrate), so that in the snapshot provided by our data they can be assumed negligible.An assumption frequently made in causal modeling is causal su�ciency, which is anassumption that the analyzed variables form a self-contained structure | there are nolatent common causes. (An equivalent of this assumption is the assumption that all errorterms are independent.) TETRAD allows for search with both the causal su�ciency as-sumption and without it. As it is unlikely that the selected variables form a self-containedstructure, we have run TETRAD without making the causal su�ciency assumption. Sev-eral control runs with causal su�ciency assumption did not reveal anything that wouldput our main conclusions in question.One way that TETRAD can be aided in its search for the set of causal structuresthat could have generated the data is by an explicit encoding of prior knowledge aboutcausal relations. TETRAD allows for specifying temporal precedence among variables,information about presence or absence of direct causal connections between pairs ofvariables, and information about absence of common causes between pairs of variables.With respect to the available data set, we believe that the average spending per student(spend), student teacher ratio (strat), and faculty salary (salar) are determined basedon budget considerations and are not inuenced by any of the �ve remaining variables.Rejection rate (rejr) and percentage of students who are o�ered admission (rejr) andwho accept the university's o�er (pacc) precede the average test scores (tstsc) and classstanding (top10) of incoming freshmen. Finally, our only assumption about graduationrate, apgra, was that it does not cause any of the other variables. These assumptionsare reected in the temporal ordering in the following table, which was the only priorknowledge given to TETRAD.fte, spend, strat, salarrejr, pacc, pdocttstsc, top10apgra4 The Results4.1 TETRADWhen TETRAD is run on normally distributed data with the linearity assumption, itconverts the raw data into a correlation matrix. The values of the elements of this matrixis all that matters in discovery and are all that is needed to reproduce our results whetherusing TETRAD search or any other approach. The correlation matrix for the 159 datapoints of the 1993 data set is reproduced in Figure 3.



TETRAD II: Causal Discovery In Action 7spend apgra top10 rejr tstsc pacc strat salarspend 1.0000apgra 0.5455 1.0000top10 0.6381 0.5879 1.0000rejr 0.4766 0.4720 0.5674 1.0000tstsc 0.6732 0.7403 0.7655 0.5813 1.0000pacc -0.3807 -0.4237 -0.2498 -0.0810 -0.2985 1.0000strat -0.7713 -0.3867 -0.3099 -0.2721 -0.4688 0.1909 1.0000salar 0.6954 0.6328 0.6025 0.4885 0.6515 -0.5159 -0.3737 1.0000Fig. 3. Matrix of correlations among the analyzed variables (1993 data set, 159 data points).When making decisions about independence of a pair of variables conditional on asubset of the remaining variables, TETRAD uses statistical tests (in the normal{linearcase, standard z{test for conditional independence). The search begins with a completeundirected graph. Edges in this graph are removed by testing for appropriate conditionalindependence relations. If two variables a and b become independent when conditioned ona subset S of the remaining variables, there is no direct causal connection between them| all interactions between a and b take place through intermediate variables included inS. This is a simple consequence of two assumptions known as causal Markov condition andthe faithfulness condition [5]. Orientation of the remaining edges is based on a theoremproven in [5]. For example, suppose that two variables a and b are not directly connected(i.e., there exists a subset of the remaining variables S that makes a and b conditionallyindependent) and there is an edge between a and c and an edge between b and c. Ifa and b are independent conditional on S and dependent conditional on S [ c, then aand b are both direct causal predecessors of c. In other words, the edges can be orientedfrom a to c and from b to c. Both, the process of removing edges and the process oforienting edges, can be aided by prior information about the underlying graph. TETRADallows for specifying presence or absence of direct connections between pairs of variablesand also temporal precedence among the variables. Knowledge of temporal precedenceallows for limiting the number of tests for conditional independence and, under certaincircumstances, aids in orienting the edges of the graph. The details of TETRAD's searchalgorithm are given in [5].Depending on the signi�cance level used in independence tests, TETRAD's individualstatistical decisions regarding independence may be di�erent and a di�erent class ofcausal structures may result. It is, therefore, a good practice to run the program atseveral signi�cance levels. We ran TETRAD with the following four signi�cance levels:p = 0:2, 0:1, 0:05, and 0:01. Our earlier simulation studies have indicated that thisrange is appropriate for data sets of the size available for our problem. The danger ofmaking p too small is that TETRAD will reject weak dependences as insigni�cant and,in e�ect, delete arcs that represent weak but genuine causal inuences. Classes of thegraphs proposed by TETRAD for signi�cance levels p = 0:05 and p = 0:01 are presentedin Figure 4. The edges of the graphs have the following meaning: A single arrow (�!)denotes a direct causal inuence. A double headed arrow ( !) between two variables



8 Marek J. Druzdzel & Clark Glymourdenotes presence of a latent common cause of these two variables. An single arrow witha circle at one end (o�!) expresses TETRAD's inability to deduce whether there isa direct inuence between the two variables (�!) or a latent common cause betweenthem ( !). An edge with circles at both ends (o|o) expresses TETRAD's inabilityto deduce whether there is a direct inuence between the two variables and, if so, whatis its direction (�! or  �) or a latent common cause between them ( !). The coreof the structure, i.e., how apgra is related to the remaining variables, was insensitive tochanges in signi�cance. Variations in the interactions among the remaining variables canbe attributed to the relatively small size of our data set.
Fig. 4. Causal graphs proposed by TETRAD (signi�cance levels p=0.05 and p=0.01).In the graphs in Figure 4, as well as in all other graphs suggested by TETRAD,any connection between apgra and variables like spend, strat, or salar is through tstsc.The \latent common cause" connection between salar and apgra, shown in Figure 4 forp = 0:05, disappears at p < 0:01. Virtually all graphs contained a direct causal connectionbetween the average test scores and student graduation rate.TETRAD's algorithms are much more reliable in determining existence of directcausal links than in determining their orientation. Therefore, prior knowledge suppliedto TETRAD may be critical for the orientation of edges of the graph. We used thetemporal sequence described in Section 3, but we also checked the robustness of ourresult to temporal ordering by running TETRAD with no assumptions about temporalprecedence. Although TETRAD proposed di�erent orderings of variables, all direct links,and the direct link between test scores and graduation rate in particular, were the samein both cases.To check whether the causal structure is the same for the top research universitieswe prepared additional data sets for TETRAD with universities that were in the top 50universities with respect to their academic ranking. Our results were essentially similarto those of the complete data sets. Any di�erences between graphs concerned inuencesamong variables di�erent than apgra and can be partially attributed to a small numberof data points and, hence, susceptibility to chance variations.



TETRAD II: Causal Discovery In Action 94.2 Linear RegressionWe applied linear regression to the relation between the main indicator of the quality ofincoming freshmen, tstsc (average test scores), and apgra (graduation rate) to obtain aquantitative measure of the strength of these interactions. We emphasize that we usedregression only to estimate the coe�cients in a linear model obtained by the TETRADsearch. If regression were used instead to search for the variables inuencing retentionand graduation, it would include variables that TETRAD says have no direct inuenceon the outcome, and that are conditionally independent of the outcome variables.6In the full data set of 170(159) data points, linear regression applied to apgra on tstscresulted in the following equations:1992: apgra = -77.4 + 2.03 tstsc, R-sq(adj) = 60.9%1993: apgra = -64.9 + 1.89 tstsc, R-sq(adj) = 54.5%In the restricted set of 50 top ranked research universities, the regression equations were:1992: apgra = -84.6 + 2.13 tstsc, R-sq(adj) = 70.0%1993: apgra = -63.6 + 1.88 tstsc, R-sq(adj) = 64.5%In the group of top ranking universities, the average test scores of incoming freshmenexplain as much as 70%(64.5%) of the variance in graduation rates.5 DiscussionIt seems that none of the variables in the data set were directly causally related tostudent retention except for standardized test scores. This result, following directly fromthe fact that graduation rate is, given average test scores, conditionally independent of allremaining variables, seems to be robust across varying signi�cance levels, availability ofprior knowledge, and data set size. The average test scores seem to have a high predictivepower for student graduation rate. For the top 50 ranking research universities, averagetest scores explain as much as 70%(64.5%) of the variance in graduation rate.Average test scores of incoming students can be viewed as indicators of the qualityof incoming students. It seems that retention rate in an individual university can be im-proved by increasing the quality of the incoming students. This, in turn, can be improvedby increasing the number and the quality of applicants. The better the pool of applicantsfrom which an admission committee can select, the better the accepted students and,hopefully, the better the matriculating students are likely to be. Changing factors suchas faculty salary, student teacher ratio, or spending per student should, according to ourresult, have no direct short-term e�ect on student retention.One limitation in our study is that the available U.S. News data do not disaggregateacademic from non-academic dropout. We predict that internal data will show a di�erencebetween average test scores of dropout (academic and non-academic) and graduates.6 We regressed apgra on the remaining seven variables purely as an academic exercise. For the1992 data set, regression indicated three predictors to be signi�cant: tstsc (p < 0:001), pacc(p < 0:003), and strat (p < 0:023). For the 1993 data set, four predictors were signi�cant: tstsc(p < 0:001), pacc (p < 0:002), salar (p < 0:012), and spend (p < 0:059).
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